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74 on Dean's List

Dramatization of Mark Twain's
Connecticut Yankee Next Play
J ohn G. Fuller 's full length
dramatization of Mark Twain's
A Connecticut Yankee in King
Authur's Court has been selected
by Ben Holland for the Year's
t hird major speech production.
Casting tryouts began yesterday for the six m en's parts and
six women's parts. Production
st aff appointments will be made
by Holland this week.
The available positions are: assist ant director, stage manager,
director of publicit y, house manager, sound manager, make-up
manager, and production manager.
In this dramatization, the Yankeee from Connecticut is a young
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For Fall Semester

engineer just out of college and
anxious to try his hand at every
kind of mechanical device . He is
knocked out during one of his
expeTiments and wakes up to
find himself in the court of King
Arthur.
He assumes the title -of "Sir
Boss" and proceeds to work
twentieth-century miracles in
sixteenth century England, to the
bafflement of the court. Eventually he is lured away from the
court to investigate other domains, and finds himself in hot
water when his enemies take over
at the castle.
All sti;.dents interested in any
part of this production - makeup, costumes, set construction,
publicity, lighting, etc. - should
contact Ben Holland, director, in
the speech department offices.

Virgil R. Beckett , r egistrar of the college, announced
early this week that 74 students, approximately seven per
cent of the student body, had the gr ade point average
necessary t o be placed on the Dean's· list for the fall
semester.

To be eligible for the honor
Farrar, Dot Garrett, Barbara
roll, a student must carry 12 or
Hornbuckle, J erald Manion, Butch
more hours, make no grade beMcLarey, Billie Mullen, Fa ye Purlow a "C", and have no incomsell and Bren da Seastrunk .
pleted cou rses. Based on the fourSophomores on t he list inpoint system, freshmen must have
a 3.25 average and upper level clude: Katie Darling, Edna Dorris,
students must attain a 3.50 aver- John Eshelman, Patricia Green,
Sally Hinds, Dennis Kelly, Don
age.
Meredith, Mary Lea Northcut,
Juniors and seniors are conLynn Rhodes, Mary Ellen Slinspicuously absent from the 4.00
kard, Suanne Smith, Suellen Tulor straight "A" list. Only six stulis and Rosette Walgreen.
dents, four sophomores and two
Other freshmen who made the
GRADES ARE REDUCED to cold mathematical averages by
freshmen, were able to attain
list are: Sylvia Aday, Joel AnderVirgil M. Beckett, registrar. Beckett computed each student's
the coveted average.
son, Donald Bowman , Grover
grade point average and listed members of the four classes acTwo of • the four sophomores
Annual ACC Lectures
Brooks, Phil Cottrell, Dennis Cox,
cording to their rank.
- Photo by Miller
who gained the highest possible
Valeria Edens, Charles Garner,
Set for Next Week
average, Linda Graff and Ann LuMarcia Geisler, Ma rtha Harwell,
cas, made the 4.00 list last fall
Abilene Christian College's anBetha Heffington and Karen Heras freshmen and their classmates shey.
nual Bible Lectureship begins
Donna Knapp and Sharon Scott
Fifty-two seniors who have Sunday .and continues through
Additional freshmen are: Raeducation careers in mind begin Thursday of next week in AbilStudents with showmanship $75; second place $50; third place were also on the Dean's list last bern Hicks, Carole Humphreys,
year .
practice teaching March 6 in Ar- ene, Tex.
ability will have the opportunity $25.
Carolyn Jones, Richard Kelley,
Janie Miller and Jon Farris are
kansa s elementary and secondary
J ay Lancello, Jimmie Lawson,
The general theme is "The to compete April 13, with talent
Each school may enter two
the
lone
representatives
of
t
he
schools in seven different towns. More Abundant Life" and twelve from other Arkansas colleges in acts or numbers in the competiPaul Learned, Shirley Lynxwiler,
Eighteen will work in the ele- major addresses are prepared on a contest sponsored by a men's t ion, and the judging panel will freshman class who attained a Terrill Marino, Linda McLellan,
social club at Ouachita Baptist be composed of a representative straight "A" record for the first Karen Parsons, Rob Smit h, Dora
ment ary schools and 34 are as- several aspects of t he topic.
semester.
sign ed to junior and senior high
from 1 each participating school. '
Southard, Sandra Stell, Janet
Some 10,000 visitors from al- College in Arkadelphia.
The total number of students
schools. Under a new arrange- most every state in the union
The Alpha Omega Eta club of
The sponsoring club will pay from each of the classes who Stephens, Mailand Stevens, Judment, the students are to attend and a number of foreign coun- that school makes the arrange- a transportation allowance of
ith Taylor and Saundra Tollett.
classes for five weeks, teach for tries are expected to participate ments for the intercollegiate three cents per mile round trip made the honor roll is more
evenly
distributed.
Fourteen
sen
nine weeks, and return to the in the lectureship, which is an- event which all membe rs of the for one vehicle per school.
iors, 11 juniors, 17 sophomores
college campus for the remaining nually the largest gathering of Arkansas Intercollegiate ConferAccor ding to Bob Jones, Har- and 32 freshmen are included.
four weeks.
members of the church es of ence may enter.
ding Student Association presiCalculations based on the final
J ane Aaron and Georgia Davis Christ in t h e world.
In addition to cash prizes that dent, the top numbers of the an- fall enrollment figures show the
will tea ch in the Academy and
Special features this year in- will be awarded the top three nual spring t alent show will be
percentages of the classes making
Donna Bissett will teach in the clude a Bible Forum and a Com- acts, the first place winners will encouraged to enter the Ouachithe list as follows: seniors,
Members of t h e debate squad
Grammar School.
munications Confer-ence.
receive a 32 inch roving trophy t a contest . The event will be held 7 .8 per cent; juniors, 6.2 per cent;
reached the semi-finals and the
Those to teach at Little Rock
Housing arrangemen ts may be to present to their school. Cash sometime before the intercollegsophomores, 6 per cent and quarter finals b efore being knockelementary schools are: Doris made by contacting, by tele- awards are as follows: first place, iate show.
freshmen, 8.1 per cent.
ed out of the competit ion during
Br ooks, Bale; Judy Dishner, and phone or telegram, William B.
Seniors making the list are: the Mid-South tournament held
Vearl Hackett, Lee; Darla Gate- Decker, director of t h e Lecture:
Gary Aday, Myra Dasher An- at Arkansas State Teachers ColPlacement Bureau
wood, Fair Park; Mildred Hicking- ship housing office.
derson, Avonell Davis, Keith lege in Conway, Ark .
bottom and Evelyn McLaury, RitHas Job Listings
Floyd, Darla Gatewood, Richard
Lynn Rhodes and Fred Lemsell; Ann Richardson, Woodruff; Photography Students
Hackett, Donna Robertson, Dar- mon advanced to the semi-finals
Information about teaching poand Earlene Lynxwiler, Jackson.
rell Silkman, Shirley Sisco, Neal in t h e junior division before fallsitions, graduate fellowships and
Other elementary teachers and Making Picture Story
Stotts, Paul Summitt, Jane Tul- ing to Southwestern Missouri
government
careers
is
available
their assignments are: Elizabeth
Tom Lan ey's J ournalism 305
lis, Jane Whitem an an d James State College.
Cheek, Merle Coffman and Doro- (Publications Photography) class in Dr. Roy Wellborne's office.
Williams.
Two other t eams, Joel AnderInformation on teaching jobs
thy Sleege, Augusta; Lois Nor- is portraying t h e cit y of Searcy
Juniors with' the required son Dennis Cox and, Jerry Thomp..
New
speakers
and
a
new
tape
wood and Alberta Rinks, Bald in pictures as one class project. in New York, New Jersey, Colorecorder will be placed in the din- average are: Alice Allen , Sylvia son, Tom Blake, got to the quarKnob; Beverly Clayton and Bob
Various phases of Searcy are rado, Indiana, Florida and Caliing
hall in the near future, ac- Burnley, Geneva Comb s, Lucian ter finals before m eeting defeat.
fornia
will
be
supplied
on
request.
Williams, Cabot.
included in the picture story.
Speech coach es Doyle Ward
cording
to Bob Jones, Student AsThirty-four students who will Each assignment r equires select- Salaries range from $4.000 to
_and Dr. Evan Ulrey accompanied
sociation president.
$5.625.
Chorale
Group
Needs
do directed teaching at the sec- ion of subject matt er , darkroom
the group.
Instrumental and mood music More Bass Singers
Art majors may apply for poondary level and their assign-' work, editing e.nd layout techments are: Gerald Casey, Keith niques under the guidance of Mr. sitions in the art department of will be recorded on the tapes to
G. E. Baggett, director of the Speech Contest Blanks
Floyd, John Van Winkle and Mar- Loney, instructor of journalism the Olin Mathieson Chemical replace the collection of discarded popular and rock-and-roll 70 voice College Chorale states Due in Ward's Office·
Corp. in West Monroe, La.
gorie Hayes, Harding Academy: and public relations assistant.
Placement office listings also records now in use. The tapes there is a great need for basses
Royce Bankhead and Cliff Sharp,
After the editing process a disDoyle W ard, direct or of the inBeebe.
play is set u p picturing that par- include fellowship offerings from will be changed regularly to pro- this semester to fill the places
vide variety.
vacated by students who left at ter-club speech tournament that
Latham Garnett, Judsonia; Peg- ticular view of Searcy. The first Tulane University in New Or begins Feb . 27, requests that
Funds for the project are com- the semester break.
gy Barker, Bill Belue, and Jim- assignment included t h e archi- leans. The department of biostaThose interested in trying out club entry form s be t urned in
my Duncan, Augusta; Ted Cline tectural a spect of t he t own. Next tistics is offering stipends of ing from the SA treasury. Estiweek class members photograph $3,000-4,500 to qualified science mated cost of the project is $200. for a position shou ld see Mr. Ba g- well in advance to facilitate planand James Cox, Cabot.
ning for t he event.
The decision to provide the new gett as soon as possible .
Kay Doak, Lloyd Gentry, Rich- school life. By the close of the majors.
Club presidents are responsiThe Chorale went on a trip
A representative of the Wo- equipment was made in an SA
ard Hackett, Jean Hockett Her- semester the class h opes to prethrough Louisian a and Arkan- ble for getting the blanks in. Stuman McHan, Sherry Huffstutter, sent a cross section of Searcy men's Army Corps will be on meeting five weeks ago when it
campus Feb. 23. A Civil Service was suggested that such an in- sas last semester presenting per- dents who plan to participate are
Edna Knore, and Sharon Unland, life. "Completion of the exhibit may representative will visit the cam- ovation would improve the at~ formances at churches, youth encouraged to prepare early for
Little Rock.
their part in t he tournament.
meetings, and on television .
Milo Hadwin, Dean Priest, Jack require more than one sem este.r pus soon to conduct interviews. mosphere of the dining hall.
of
work,"
says
Lon
ey.
The
phoRhodes, Lynn Prysock, and Pete
Waites, Bald Knob; Jim Clary and tography course is offered in the
Wa yne Arnold, Loanoke; Darrell spring of alternate years.
Silkman, Joan Lyon, Janet Pierce,
Searcy; and Bill Grady, Jackson- Atteberry Speaks
know each other," he says. " I ferred Dhanarat r eplied, "Oh
By Marilyn Horvath
ville.
To Business Women
believe New York is ideal only merci, it's hard to say. Each sysUnlike the other new students
my appreciation for it lasted only tem has its advantages."
James
Atteberry,
professor
of
from foreign countries enrolled
Library Subscribes
a few days, and then it became
Dhanarat 's ha d some knowEnglish, spoke Tuesday evening at Harding this semester, DhanaTo Numerous Papers
very tiring."
ledge of t h e western world before
at the February m eeting of t he rat Yongvanichjit's first experiMoving from New York to he left his n ative country as a
Beaumont library receives a Harding Business Wom en's Club . ence with American colleges was
Sherley Lovelace, president, not at Harding.
for tourists and graduate stu- result of America n movies and
I
number of daily local and state
popular songs. Dhanarat said,
dents."
Dhanarat, who is now a sophonewspapers . In addition to the presented J ane P~nder, program
Dhanarat's decision t o attend "Entertainment in Bangkok is
local and state papers, it receives chairman, who introduced Pro- more, spent h is freshman year
college in t h e United States was almost t he same as in America.
the Commercial Appeal, Memphis, fessor 1James Atteber ry as guest at New York University in New
a result of its better educational Our movies also come straight
speaker
on
the
th
eme
"Poetry
City.
His
main
reason
for
York
Tenn., Wall Street J our nal, New
advantages . In Thailand, t h ere from Hollywood."
transferring to Harding was to
}'ork Times (Sunday edition) and and Relaxation."
are few colleges, and competition
Decorations centered around find a more ideal climate in
Dhanarat plans to major in
Christian Science Monitor.
the
Valentine's
day.
theme.
A
for entrance is high. Students chemistry and become either a
wh
ich
t
o
stu
dy.
Like
many
of
The library also takes the mawith degrees from Ame rican col- teacher or doctor. He intends to
jor weekly and monthly publica- short busin ess m eeting complet- his sout hern friends, Dhanarat
leges have mor e opportunities for ret urn to Thailand because he
considered the north "too cold."
tions of the educational, scienti- ed the program.
work in Thailand.
feels his country needs more eduBeing
a
ccu
stomed
to
the
tropific and political fields. One specAfter observing A m e r i c a n cat ed cit izens.
cal weath er of Bangkok, Thaifand,
All School Event
ial field which receives emphasis
schools, Dhan arat, who gra duated
Dhanarat has friendly feelings
Saturday's basketball game be- Dhanarat was thrilled when he
.:' is the weekly Biblical publicafrom a French high school, was for American college students, but
tween Harding and Arkansas Col- first saw snow in New 'York City.
tions.
DHANARAT
YONGVANICHJIT,
At present Harding subscribes lege at Batesville will be an -all- However, his enthusiasm was Bangkok, Thailand, s e t t 1 e s quite impr essed with the differ- he believes they should familarence in school policies. Dhanarat ize t hemselves with the customs
short lived. Dhanarat said, "Snow
· to the Arkansas Baptist News- school event.
down for a routine evening of said, "In our schools, students and ci.ilture of other nations in
The next to the ' last game of t o me is a very unusual thing.
magazine,
Christian
Century,
studying.
Photo
by
Miller
show m ore r espect for the in- t he world. Dhanarat implied that
Christ ian Chronicle, Ch ristianity the season probably will begin at The first time it snowed it was
structor. Whenever they address in Thaila nd they learn about
Today (fortnightly), Firm Foun- 7 :30 p.m. Departure time for st u- very exciting, and I liked it. But,
dation , Gospel Advocate and Gos- dents will be announced in chapel Searcy was a radical change for the difference. "At Harding, the teacher , they must stand." America, but in America we do
Dhanarat, but he's happy with t her.e is a better opportunity to When asked what system h o pre- not learn about Thailand.
Saturday.
pel Guardian.

Seniors to Start
Student Teaching
Early Next Month

AIC Talent Show Planned for April

Debaters Enter
Conway Tourney

SA to Purchase
New Music System
For Dining Hall

Dhanarat Yongvanichjit Transfers from New York School
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Christianity Today

Changing Language Complicates
Understanding of Scriptures

Proposed Peace Corps Program

Would Open New Avenue of · Service
In last November's campaign John F. Kennedy
proposed a "Youth Peace Corps" program in which
young men could serve in lieu of military service.
The suggested program' called for young men and
women of above-average intelligence to enlist for
three years in a type of foreign service.
For one year, participants would receive intensive training in the needs, language and interests of
a country. The remaining two ·years would be spent
giving technical assistance and participating in government programs in the chosen country. Kennedy
felt that young people would be mast usefw in
rural areas where their manual labor would be more
valuable.
Although the presidential candidate felt that an
organization. of young men serving their country as
ambassadors of peace instead of training to serve in
a military capacity would be an invaluable aid, many
others disagreed.

By Wayne Arnold
Sometimes we, honest though
we may be, find it impossible to
agree with or to put into practice what we read in the Bible.
This is not necessarily because
the Bible contains teachings that
are untrue. Rather, it is because
we read into the Bible ideas
which it actually doesn't contain.
Do you ever
say to yourself,
"I'm afraid I just
can't love my
enemies. It's a
nice i d e a all
right, but personally I don't

Congressmen are now in the process of formulating legislation on the peace corps programs and they
should have a report ready for study this month. According to Gertrude Samuels' article in the February
5, issue of the New York Times Magazine, Congress
authorized a research team to study the needs of ten
foreign countries and to note the advisability of
forming an American peace corps. According to the
article, reports from Congressional, United Nations
and private sources indicate a demand for many
times the number of personnel available.
The Times article told of the psychological factor
which was considered as crucial a problem as the lack
of manpower. An example cited in Ms. Samuels'
ticle was the attitude different people in foreign
lands have toward Americans. They picture the
Americans as a superior people because "Americans
serving abroad are International Cooperation Consultants to governments - well-paid specialists who
work in the capitals and rarely meet the people."

ar-

This factor, according to the Times article,
caused a decline in the effectiveness of foreign aid:
"Foreign aid has fallen short. . . because it was insufficently human and understandable; it has relied
too much on military hardwares and on steel and
concrete projects that may be necessary for defense
and development but, by themselves, cannot make
friends ... "
Numerous examples of the effectiveness of such
a corps were given in the magazine article. One
study made by Rep. Henry S. Reuss of Wisconsin
proved that such an organization would be a valuable
supplement to foreign aid. On a mission to Cambodia,
Reuss found a group of four American school teachers, working for UNESCO, who went quietly from
village to village in the Cambodian Jungle setting up
elementary schools. As a result of the teachers' unselfish efforts, the natives came to worship them.
As Rep. Reuss said, "the only trouble was that just
four were working on it, instead of 40, or better

400."
The American Friends Service Committee
(Quakers) send 500 young Americans abroad during
sum.mer vacation to help rebuild villages and schools.
Probably the best ·known experiment listed by the
New York Times is Operation-Crossroads Africa, organized by Dr. James H. Robinson, Negro minister,
and director of the Morningside Community Center
of New York. Robinson succeeded, after much discouragement among his own people, in organizing
a group of ten students from Occidental College in
Los Angeles to work in the African country.
Money for the project was raised by churches or
civic groups, or contributed by the students themselves. These students went to Liberia, Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and the French Cameroons (now
the Republic of Cameroon), where they were joined
by African students. According to the article in
Times, "Americans were shocked to find in many
communities the educated elite scorned manual labor and were shocked to see the American students
working in their village. They were eventually shamed into action, and worked alongside the Americans."
The article said that the illiterate villagers saw
from the joint action that it was not undignified for
the educated to work with their hands - "Work, it's
okay," they said - and they, too, pitched in.
That summer, the Americans helped build a village water supply and a number of schools and chapels, and after working hours, they taught young
people elementary subjects. Since 1958, the project
has grown to around 200 student ap~licants from
more than 50 colleges and universities throughout
the country.

If the president is successful in setting up the
program, a workable method for missionary service
would be opened. The "Youth Peace Corps" would
increase the number of persons who would have an
opportunity to work abroad in a foreign country
without depending on American churches for financial aid.
- V.L.
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you may be reading into the Bible

By Keith Floyd

Maxims
and
Minims
• Wealth is thought to lie in
the accumulation of things: this
is not wealth - this is war.
• A man may be truly humble
and know he is humble, as
long as he can laugh at the fact
that he laughed, then he will
never know.
• We are now experiencing a
trying phase of eternal life.
• Pride is like a balloon which
one is unable to stop blowing up,
until the inevitable occurs.
• I expect to realize my maximum potential in this life, but
only after death.

• Fear not cyanide which is
able to destroy only the body;
rather, fear cynacism.
• When the choice is between
insincerity and sacrilege, few
choose the one which is more obviously sacrieligious.
• Who will place an acorn in
the earth and say it is too small
to ever be great? Who will place
love in the heart and say it is too
small to ever be God?
• The height of a man's character is the depth to which he
has submerged his pride.
• The fuse between the transformer and the receiver is the
library card.

• Art is an instant's feeling:
what we call art is merely an attempt to extend an instant.
• A word will inevitably work
in the mind like yeast in fresh
dough.
• A poor man is any man who
is not happy with what he has.
• One thing alone should embarrass us - to embarrass another.
• Emotion and reason are siamese twins: if separated, one
must die while the other fights
for life.
• Most minds are strongboxes
at best - free minds are fertile
wombs.
• The future is as brief as the
past, it just seems to take longer
to get there.
9 God is a spirit. The spirit
of love is the - holiest spirit our
spirits can achieve. This is either
the beginning or the end of
theology - or both.
• Only free thought can purge
a constipated mind.
• Affectation does achieve its
aim, when feigned by a clown.
• Social suicide is in artless
subtlety.
• When a word like democracy
has been thoroughly digested, the
end product draws flies.
• There are no vulgar words;
yet as long as there are vulgar
attitudes, it will be thought there
are vulgar words.
• Idea is emancipated opinion.
• Perhaps Christianity would
be more meaningful to men if it
were comprehended that besides
having the full glory of God, Jesus had also hair on his big toe.
• Faith can touch truth when
reason boosts it up.
· • One who claims to be a fool

something which it doesn't say.
By the word love do you mean
"a warm feeling of affection?"
If so, no wonder you are having
difficulty loving your enemies.
It's practically impossible for you
to have a "warm feeling of affection" for a vicious person who
delights in afflicting you with
pain or toward a murderous tyrant like Nikita Khrushchev.
A common mistake which we
make in studying the Bible (especially the KJV), or any other
piece of literature, is that of giving personal or modern meanings
to its words instead of taking
those intended by the author.
This mistake is clearly illustrated by an analogy: Mr. Smith calls
Dr. Jones at three a.m., asking
him to rush over to his house
because his wife has appendicitis.
"Mr. Smith," replies the doctor,
"will you please refrain from
bothering me at such hours of
the morning." "But my wife has
appendicitis," pleads Mr. Smith.
Says Dr. Jones, "Mr. Smith, I
happen to know that your wife
doesn't have appendicitis, because
only six months ago I removed
her appendix." "Yes, doctor,"
answers Mr. Smith, "but this is
another wife."
Dr. Jones has in mind wife
number one, but Mr. Smith has
in mind wife number two. So it
is with us. Christ speaks of one
kind of love in his statement
"love your enemies," but we
think of another kind of love
when we interpret his words.
Christ used the word love in this
particular instance to mean "to
will good toward." But by givll).g
the word our personal or modern
definition we miss his point.
According to the translators
for the RSV of the Bible, there
are more than three hundred
English words which are used in
the KJV in a sense substantially
different from that which they
now convey. This · is caused, they
point out, by a gradual change
in the English language over the
years.
More modern translations of
the Bible (the American Standard, Revised Standard, Goodspeed, Phillips, etc.) do not retain these archaic or obsolete
words. They drop those words
which, because of gradual language change, no longer convey
the meanings which their author
intended, and in their place substitute words which more accurately convey what the Biblical
writers intended to say.
If you still prefer to use the
King Jam.es instead of a more
modern version of the Bible, you
should study the "out of date"
words in it carefully to be sure
you have their correct meaning.
Some words, in particular, which
it may interest you to restudy
are: meekness, humility, lust,
prayer and fear. There are many
others which you will doubtless
find revealing.
because he knows only the wise
know what fools they really are,
is probably a more genuine fool
than those who claim to be wise,
and others who·claim to be fools.
• Death is merely a doorway
to t'he fullness of ourselves.
• Satan is a colorful and satisfying explanation for the evil
that is in our minds.
• Faith is a walk in the dark
- Love is a leap into light.

"I can't believe you said that."

Finley's Findings

Discussion of Vital Issues
Contributed to Successful
'60 Lectureship at Abilene
By David Finley
The Christian college lectureship has become an important
and well-established part of the
work of the colleges. The large
number of preachers and other
church leaders present makes it
possible for these meetings to
have tremendous impaet and accomplish much towards improving the church.
Although these
meetings
have
not yet reached
their full potential, the Abilene
lectures of Fehr u a r y, 1 9 6 0,
sh owed what
could be done.
The most noteworthy speech was the one delivered by Carl Spain on "Modern Challenges to Christian Morals." In this address, he vociferously challenged the segregation
policies of certain of the Christian
colleges. That a spooch so critical
of the brotherhood could be given spf?aks well of the directors
of the lectureship. Free discussion of this type is essential to
real progress.
David Bobo gave an outstanding discussion on "Alleged Discrepancies in the Bible." He pointed
out that there were minor discrepancies in the Bible that could
not, with our present knowledge,
be explained. He went on to
show that - these inconsistencies
did not need to be damaging to
the Christian's faith.
He goes on to say concerning the question of discrepancies,
"The issue is not a Biblical issue, as the Bible itself
never claims to be non-dis-

!Zl€~;!~I~ 8
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Assistant Editor ........................................ Virginia Leatherwood
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crepant. Biblical freedom
from discrepancy, while it
has a certain rational value,
is an arbitrary and humanly imposed standard, and all
efforts to prove it are gratuitous. The assumption that
discrepancies in the Bible
nullify its validity is likewise an arbitrary and unproven assumption."
Everett Ferguson spoke on the \
Abilene Graduate program. In
his lecture he mentioned both the
strengths and weaknesses of
Christian education. He says in
part.
"In the fields of philosophy
and theology, most of our
people are poorly equipped
to deal with today's intellectual issues. Our greatest
strengths are in the Bible
and languages. I understand
that some steps are being
made to fill in the gaps, but
I felt, and o.t hers have, this
weakness in philosophical
training •..
. . . It is probably true
that the average person with
a B.A. in Bible from one of
our Christian colleges knows
more about the Bible and
Bible-related subjects than
the average B.D. from many
denominational seminaries.
But he doesn't know as much
about other things. Moreover, is woefully unprepared
· even in Biblical subjects in
comparison with the B.D.
graduate of one of the great
non-denominational seminaries of our country such as
Harvard, Yale, Union, and
Chicago."
From these examples it is clear
that the speakers had more to
say then the repetition of church
of Christ shibboleths. This was
expressed by Roy Osborne who
said,
" ... I was thrilled to read
the list of subjects when they
were sent to me and am
happy that we have decided
to use these great Lectureships as time for examining
some momentous themes, rather than simply rehearsing
oft. repeated sermons and
lectures upon which we are
for the most part not only
agreed but also well taught

"

As the speaker said, the lee. tures did examine momentous
themes in a candid and scholarly manner. The Lectureship as
a whole provided an example that
is worthy of imitation. It is hoped that the upcoming Abilene
Lectureship will maintain this
high standard.
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Adequate Facilities Provided
For Home Economics Maiors
By Rosette Walgreen
The art of being a homemaker,
much neglected in present-day
American society, is far from
lacking in emphasis in Harding's
curriculum. This year, there are
70 girls who have definitely decided upon home economics as
t h eir major field.
Women have different reasons
for choosing to major in Home
economics. Suzanne Stanford,
stated, "I chose to major in home
€·conomics because of the broad
field of job opportunities like interior decorating, fabric coordination, home demonstration work
and dietetics."
Jenette Buchanan mentioned "the great need for high school
home economics teachers." Many
women placed high on their list of
r easons their desire to be good
homemakers in the future.
Most of the home economics
majors who graduated last year
are now teaching home economics. Among them are Pat

Talkington
Gulf Station
GULF PRODUCTS

Sut heTland, Melbourne, Fla.; Betty Barganier, Talladegce, Ala.,.
and Marva Jo Shupe, Iowa Park,
Tex.
ThrM fully accredited bachelor's degrees are offered. They include a bachelor of arts in general home economies, a bachelor
of science with a major in vocational home economics for teachers, and a bachelor of science for
dietitians and food serviqe pianagers. Students working for the
bachelor of science degrees are
required to take a d di ti on a 1
courses in biology and chemistry.
Mode~n laboratories and facilities are available for those taking courses in foods, clothing,
l.Ild textiles. Many courses in:::lude special projects in their re:iuirements. In the tailoring class
last semester, each girl made a
:::oat or suit for herself and a
child's coat.
The nursery school in the Harding Academy building, which
provides for 14 children, gives
those taking child development
:::ourses the opportunity to ob3erve and work with children.
In her junior or senior year
each home economics major
3pends nine weeks in Echo Haven, gaining practical experience
in home management, meal plan.1 ing, and group living. Dr. Mildred Bell is supervisor of the home
management house, and this year
Lynn Alexander is the resident
teacher.
Sherry Elswick and Mary Sue
Cooper are the two home economics majors living in Echo Haven
this nine weeks. Others are Linia Pritchett, Augustine Hendrix,
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Petit Jean Park Favorite Site
For Springtime AH-Day Outings

ECHO HAVEN'S modern kitchen equipment is put to use as
home economic majors· Sherry Elswick and Mary Sue Cooper
prepare dinner for young ladies living in the home-management
house this semester.
- Photo by Miller
Claudia Shewmaker, and Claudette Faulk. The women alternate "roles" of housekeeper,
waitress-laundress, hostess, kitchen supervisor, assistant cook,
and cook.
The ladies plan both high-cost
meals on a budget of $1.05 per
person per day and low-cost
meals on a budget of 70c per day.
Two faculty guests are invited for
dinner on the nights when the
high-cost meals are served.
Linda Pritchett stated that she
liked cooking best of all the activities at Echo Haven. "The best
thing about living here," she
said, "is that we are all learning
together and we don't laugh at

ELIZABETH ANN SHOP
JUNIOR AND MISSES SIZES

each other's mistakes."
Mildred Bell, who received her
Ph.D degree from the University
of Minnesota two years ago, is
chairman of the home economics
department. Other teachers are
Irene Puckett, Elaine Thompson
and Dorothy Wellborne.

Campus Players Hold
Initiation Ceremonies
Nine were formally initiated
into Campus Players last Wednesday evening iii the small
auditorium.
Students who are now officially members of the club are: Bob
Brewer, Georgie Claypool, Jon
Farris, Jean Masters, Karen Parsons, Peggy Popplewell, Nonnie
Sanders, Rob Smith and Marcus
Walker.
In order to enter the club the
students had to gain at least 25
points by being in plays and
working in dramatics.

Block north of the Rendezvous
Behind Christian Church

(Editor's note: The following is
the first in a series of articles on
t he pos~ible sites for the traditional all-day spring outings.
rhese stories are designed to give
new students an idea of the possible locations for such trips so
that they will be better equipped
to assist their club in choosing
a site. Also, some new sites will
be described.)
By Georgie Claypool
Soon sunrisers will be participating in a general exodus to one
of the nearby shrines of nature.
(Interpretation: Outings, outings,
outings.)
Approaching the large flattopped mound which rises impressively upon the flat Arkansas
River valley, (Petit Jean Mountain), hearts jump a beat in anticipation.
After breakfast over a homemade fire, a hike follows automatically. A few miles of climbing, swinging and stooping bring
lucky ones to Cedar Falls. It is
through a cleft in the mountain
that this creek, fed by 40 springs,
hurls itself over a 90 foot precipice.
Pulling off tennis shoes and
wading the slippery-stoned creek,
or mountaineering, calls for a
descent to the foot of the· falls
and cat-walking behind the falling stream.
Another route leading to the
seven hollows is marked by a
sign challenging, '"Only the hardiest should attempt this threehour tour." Blotches of white
paint lead travelers through a
series of rock formations with
rough parallel gullies cut through
solid sandrock. Such magnificent
products of nature as the Natural
Bridge, the Grotto and Growing
Rock may be seen on this tour.
Still another path open to hikers leads to Bear Cave, the Palis-

ades and Carpet Rock. Wit may
be used to decipher the unusual
pictographs in red ochre left
there by people long ago. The
cave also contains momentos of
the Indians of an early age and
moonshiners of our own day.
A standing invitation is open
to visit the Winrock farm of millionaire Winthrop Rockefeller.
This farm, its landscape covered
with Winrock grass, has horses,
an experimental breed of cattle,
elegant carriages and the latest
in facilities.
No outdoorsman or lady should
ever leave Petit Jean without
knowing tlie legend attached to
it. A monument on the crest reveals the romantic story of two
French lovers. In quest of a new
life, a young Frenchman ca.me to
America and traveled to this
region. Not much time passed until his grief-striken sweetheart
followed in search of him. The
fanciful story tells how she disguised herself as a man, and was
known as "Little John" or "Petit
Jean."
Soon after she was reunited
with her lover she died and the
[ndians, who had been touched
by her gentleness, laid her to
rest.

GENUINE ENGRAVED

Harding Student Accounts
Welcomed

Wedding Invitations
12.45 per 100
9.00 for each additional 100

BUICK - RAMBLER

National Engraving Co.

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

Phone CH 5-3844 Harding College Box 1005

CARDER BUICK- RAMBLER CO.
Hway67 E

Florsheim Shoes
Wesboro - Young Men's Shoes
City Club Shoe
Famous Velvet Step and Trios for Women

Searcy. Ark.
PHONE CH 5-2401

HEUER'S SHOE STORE
SHOE BOX

SA SKETCHES

Senior Offices
In SA Occupied
By Knore, Milton
By Carolyn Welch
Representing the senior class
in the Student Association this
year are Edna Knore and John
Milton.
Edna is from Sciotoville, Ohio,
and she is majoring in English
and speech. This fall she was
selected by the student body to
reign as Homecoming Queen. Active in debating, Edna travels to
many surrounding colleges representing Harding in speech
tournaments. She is a member of
Pi Kappa Delta, the national
forensic honor society.
The members of the APK socj_al club selected Edna as their
queen for the year. Recently she
was named to the 1960-61 Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities. Edna is a member
of the Gata social club.
John is a math major from
Fort Smith, Ark. He is a member of the A Cappella chorus
and the Alpha Chi honor society.
Last year he served as junior
class vice-president. He, too, was
recently selected for the Who's
Who for 1960-61. John plans
to attend graduate school next
year. He is a member of the
AEX social club.
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-CONSULT WITH US: As
your local J-M Dealer we can
give you complete service at
the right price.
t
f The safety of your home de·
pends on your roof. That's
Complete Service on any make cars or trucks
why, in considering roof reI
1
j
I pairs, or re-roofing, it is im·
j
ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN
f portant to deal with a reliable
concern.

Harding ~ollege Students and Faculty
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Cleaning
Wet Wash
Pressing
Fluff Dry
Alterations
Finished Service
Coin Operated Laundry

I

Greg Rhodes, Manager
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Business Meetings Schedule Club Activities
WHC

JU .GO JU

ZETA RHO

Maralyn Bailey heads this semester's officers of Ju Go Ju, with
the following assistants: Peggy
O'Neal, vice-pres.; Paula Green,
sec.-treas.; Karen Parsons, hist.;
Leora Hughes, song leader; and
Peggy Popplewell, rep.
Business decisions for this semester have been centered a~
round the semi-Jortnal banquet
to be held on March 4. It will be
a smorgasbord meal.

A club project was selected in
the business meeting of the Zeta
Rho Club, on Monday, Feb. 6.
The club agreed to give a donation to the Negro congregation
for the purchasing of a heating
stove.
Additional business included
selection of April 7 as the ban,quet date, arrangement for the
speech participants in our <;..oming tournament, and the ordering
of crew-necked club shirts.

The .WHC Country Supper was
held at the American Legion Hut
Feb. 13. After entertainment consisting of a hog-calling contest
and the traditional musical
scramble, Martha Garner and
Ben Booker were cho·s en as Mr.
and Miss Country Supper.
Those attending were: Linda
Allen, Jerry Escue; Pat Biggers,
Larry Brown; Lydia Binkley, Bob
Collings; Ruth Buchanan, Wendell Harrison; Jo Covington, Rip
Van Winkle; Judy Dishner, Darrell Silkman; Sherry Elswick, Nolan Sonnier; Martha Garner, Ben
Booker; Dot Garrett, Richard Anderson; Loretta Halton, Larry
Bills; Martha Harwell, Joel Mize.
Alice !\fills, Charles Walker; Linda Mowery, Gaston Tarbet; Karen
Shappley, Don Stillinger; Darlene
Tobey, Lester Risner; Donna Tobey, Ken Phillips; Ann Tucker,
Gerald Griffith.
Special guests were Dr. and
Mrs. Evan Ulrey, former sponsor, and Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Beckett, sponsors.

DELTA CHI OMEGA
The Delta Chi Omega third
function will be held on March
10. The theme of the party will
be kept secret until that night.
The speech tournament was
also discussed in this Feb. 6 bus'i ness meeting.

SUB-T

A stag outing was held by the
Sub-T's at the upper dam on the
Little Red River after church services, Feb. 5.
The members socialized over
roasted wieners, marshmallows,
and five pounds of beans. The
Northern Lights Club
sponsors and twenty-six memSelects New Leaders
'b ers attended.
The meeting ended with a deUnder the leadership of new votional at 10:30 p.m.
officers and after - a change in
the constitution, the Northern
Lights Mission club is preparing KAPPA DELTA
The Kappa Deltas have replacan active program for the semesed two of their officers to comter.
Bob Willie, former president; plete the leadership for this seand his wife, Joyce, have moved mester. Neva Fish will serve as
to Iowa to work with a small vice-pres. and Barbara Simpson
church. Through a constitutional will be historian.
amendment a complete new set of
officers were elected. They are: LAS COMPANERAS
Ralph Graham, pres.; Charles
Las Companeras members reThompson, vice-pres.; Faye Pur- ceived their club sweatshirts at
cell, sec.-treas.; and Neal DurginT' the Feb. 5 business meeting.
rep.
' Georgia Davis presided over
Visitors have been present at the meeting and moved the disthe recent club meetings and all cussion along to cover the banwho are interested in this mis- quet, speech tournament and
sion field are encouraged to join. dub project. Committees were

ZETA PHI ZETA
Charles Presley is Zeta Phi Zeta
Club Beau for the month of February. Changing beaux monthly
is a novelty which gives the club
the opportunity to honor more
men.
Lynn Alexander, sponsor, invited the club to Sewell Hall for
a spaghetti supper last Monday
night.
In a business meeting of Feb.
6, the banquet date was set for
March 11 at Bill's Grill. Committees were appointed to carry
out the plans.

1515 E. Race St.
Across from City Tire Service

RAYMOND HILL

CHILDERS

JOE CUNNINGHAM

THETA PSI

99 :ESSO

310 N. Spring

FRIENDLY SERVICE

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN

**
*

at the

ASSOCIATION

IDEAL SHOP

403 West Arch
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Batteries
Tires
Accessories

SOUTHERN
Auto Store

I

ROAD SERVICE

I

MITT'S MOBIL SERVICE STATION

~

Complete Auto Service

WELCOME

'Koberson's

CENTRAL
Barber Shop

You Are Always Welcome

Best place in town to
TRADE

Students and Faculty
Both Old and New

TNT

Gene Rainey has been selected
Glenda Baucom was chosen as as the co-sponsor of the TNT
Theta Psi president in the bus- Club. He is a former president
iness meeting of Monday, Feb. 6. of TNT.
She will serve with Rebecca Dennington, vice-pres., and LaNell
Murry, rep.-hist.
The club also
for their third
spring outing.

Searcy

Pop Corn Poppers
Hot Plates
Skillets ·

BARBER SHOP

TRI KAP.PA

Donna Robertson was elected
president of the Tri Kappas in a
recent meeting. Other officers
elected were Sue Watts, vicepres.; Barbara Hollis, sec.; La Rue
Westbrook, treas.; Carolyn Hall,
song leader; and Carolyn Welch,
rep.
"Hello Y aung Lovers" is the
theme of their banquet, to be
LAMBDA SIGMA
held Feb. 25 at Kelley's. The food
March 4 has been selected as will be served smorgasbord style.
the date for the annual. Lambda
Plans are now being made for
Sigma spring banquet.
their annual chapel program.
Because of its convenient location and its reputation for excellent food, club members chose GATA
;Roberson's Rendezvous RestauIn a recent meeting of the Gata
rant as the site for the event.
club, the following officers were
Robert Qualls is in charge of selected: Lois Cobb, pres.; Gerry
selecting
a theme for the ban- St one, vice-pres.;
·
H arne
· tt H eret
quOth.
b .
t
cted t .rington, sec.; Margaret Kirkpater usmess ransa
a
.
the last meeting included the nck, treas.; and Donna Knapp,
nomination of officers and the rep.
completion of the entry blank
Gata's banquet will be held
for the speech arts tournament. March 18 at Kelley's.

We know God easily, if we do appointed and members signed
not constrain ourselves to define the application to participate in
him. - Joubert
·
the speech tournament.

EAST END

AEX CLUB QUEEN GEORGIE CLAYPOOL takes a<lvantage of the pre-seasonal warm weather by
relaxing a few minutes with club admirers Ron Litwiler, John Daniels Joe Marchant and Ellis
Williams.
'
- Photo by Miller
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Servicenter

Nichols Radio &TV Service
1303

E.s~!~a~izing in Webcor R~~~n~la~~s 5•2820

We carry a complete line of record players.

Atlas Accessories

LOVEBRIGHT DIAMOND RINGS

'Kendezvous
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The registered diamonds that assure you of permanent
value always.
.

'Kestaurant

Guy's Drive In

The 3 R's of Good Eating

Serving Good Food for 26 Years
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Atlas Tubes

Atlas Tires
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Jumbo Hamburgers
Chicken in the Basket

Phone CH 5-4801

Sterling Silver by Graham, Towle, Wallace,
and International

•

China by Lenox and Syracuse

•

Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonbury
Two wctch repairmen for the finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

French Fried Potatoes, French Fried Onions,
Hot Buttered Rolls

Seafood Basket - Shrimp Oysters in Season

•

PARRISH JEWELRY

Fish
Sear~y.

Ark.

Phone CH 5-2744 Court Square Searcy, Ark.

Sports

T~lk

Intercollegiate Sports Interest
Turning to Baseball and Track
By Milo Hadwin

detailed preview will be forth-

With the approaching of Spring
we can forget the misfortunes of
the past and look for greener pastures. One of these is a converted
cow p asture a couple of blocks
from the campus where nearly
every day a passerby can see a
group of fellows running around
in circles.
They are not
confused, t h e y
are just getting
in sha pe for the
coming t r a c k
season. And with
a nucleus of 10
veterans and a
fine group o f
newcomers t h e
prospects are bright. The first
m eet is only nine days away but
as the season will not get into
full sw ing until March 17, a more

I

coming.

From 'the standpoint of experience, an even greener pasture
adjoins this one where the baseball team can be seen in practice.
The first game is about a month
away but much hard work lays
ahead. Suffering the loss of a
dozen players from last years
team, Coach Allison faces a rebuilding job. Especially hard hit
is the pitching department where
Jim Cannon is the only man with
varsity experience. Newcomers
must be drawn upon to fill gaping
holes at other key positions.
With the future as unpredictable as Arkansas weather, we
withhold our forecast and leave
the two teams in the hands of
Lady Luck and Dame Fortune,
hoping that they will look down
with favor.

·City Tire Service
Recapping -

Retreading -

CALL CH 5-4620

Vulcanizing
1502 E. Race

THE SEARCY BANK
Your Bank of Friendly Service
Member F.D.l.C

Bison Offense Works
In Hende·rson Game
Harding College's offense jelled Tuesday night in Rhodes Memorial Field House against the
Henderson State Reddies for a
76-7 4 AIC victory.
The Bisons held highly-rated
Jimmy Reppo to 20 points on five
field goals, but had to withstand
a determined Reddie finish in the
final moments to take their
fourth conference victory.
Harding's ball handling and
play making looked equal to any
of the games the Bisons have
played. The Bisons worked the
option off the post effectively,
hitting 54.39 of their shots from
the floor and committed fewer
violations thazi in previous contests.
David Simpson zeroed the basket in from the corner after the
opening of the second half to hit
eight points in six minutes to
move the Bisons to their top
lead of the night at 64-48 with
nine minutes left Harding led at
halftime, 44-33. ·
Henderson rallied, though, as
Sam Barker hit a jump, Reppo
hit three from the free line and
Bruce Ingram connected for two
more from the line to pull within
nine points of the Bisons, 64-55.
With about two minutes left
Wayne Thompson and Ingram hit

back-to-back layups to make it
73-68, and wit h 28 seconds left
Reppo hit a 30-footer to make it
7 4-72.
Simpson countered for Harding
with a driving layup to give Harding the edge at 76-72, and Henderson's Thompson hit a layup
with time running out. Henderson outscored the Bisons 28-16
in . the final 10 minutes of the
game.
Harding counted a hot shooter
in nearly every moment of the
game. Vernon Rodgers and Larry
Brakefield teamed for 13 points
in the first 10 minutes of play,
and Steve Smith and Jim Citty
took over as the first half closed.
Smith collected nine of his 14 in
that period and Citty collected all
of his 11. Ten of Citty's points
~ame w_ith only six minutes left
m t?e first half_.
Simpson earned the .game af~er
,the half ~pened,. and Jun 1:edding
stepped m dunng the fmal 10
n:IDutes for three. field. goals.
Simpson led Harding wi~h 16.
Reppo an.d Ing_ram were high for
the Reddies with 20 each.
Harding winds up the season
with two games on the road. The
Bisons meet Arkansas College
Feb. 18 and College of the
Ozarks Feb. 21.

Major League Basketball Develops
Into Race Among Balanced Teams
By Milo Hadwin

Major league basketball has
developed an exciting five way
race in the Southwest Conference
while three teams are battling it
out for the championship in the
Big Ten.
The balance of the teams is indicated by a game between the
last place Owls and the league
leading Mustangs. Playing the entire game with only four men, the
- Owls surged to a 31-28 lead late
in the second half before losing
in th.e final seconds 42-37. Richard Anderson was the Owl's nemesis as he scored 18 points.
The Porkers have moved into
a challenging position in the
Southwest Conference by winning
their last three games. Blest with
exceptional team balance, the
Porkers handed the Aggies their
fourth loss of the season in their
last outing 40-32.
Paced by the inspired offensive and defensive performance
of Gaston Tarbet, the Longhorns maintained their share of
first place by trouncing the Frogs
37-30.

In the Big Ten, the Illini have
taken a precarious lead by knocking off the previous first place
Buckeyes 36-29. The Illini played
an almost errorless ball game
which saw them commit only
one foul.
In. stark contrast was the game
between the Badgers and Wildcats in which a total of 31 fouls
were committed. The Badgers
emerged the victors in that batt le 40-34 to send the Wildcats
to their seventh defeat. In spite
of the 16 point production of
David Smith, they met their
eighth defe at at the hands of the
Gophers 39-37.
Ken Perrin bucketed 19 points
to send the sizzling faculty to
their seventh victory against two
losses. Jimmy Allen added ten
more to hand the Hoosiers a 4430 setback.
Two weeks of play remain in
the tournament before the school
championship is decided and the
trophies are awarded. With eight
teams still in contention it appears that the result may be det ermined in post tournament
play-offs.
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Football, Basketball, Track

Senior Jim Citty Gets Letters
In Three Sports During Career
By Pete McCoy
A bundle of activity from Ida-

bel, Okla. entered Harding Col-::
lege when Jim Citty stepped into campus life three and a half
years ago. Jim, now in his last
year, has made contributions in
several areas of campus life.
Harding was fortunate to attract Jim since his athletic prowess has been unmatched on the
campus. He is Harding's first
three-sport letterman earning his
numerals for two years of football, four years of basketball,
three years of track with this
coming cinder season making his
fourth year as a thin-clad.
Fourth Place Punter

Jim Citty

A rugged 6' 4", 198 lb. senior
Jim earned respect from pig-skin
rivals as an end on Coach Allison's spirited squad. He was the
number four punter in the AIC in
total yardage.
- What made Jim Citty choose
Harding? With an impressive
high school record of student
council work and with letters in
four sports, Jim had a choice of
several schools. Oklahoma Christian College (then Central Christian) had offered Jim an attractive athletic scholarship. But
a p r e a c h e r friend f r o m
England, Ark. induced Jim into
visiting Harding's campus and immediately his interests in other
schools diminished. He forfeited
his OCC scholarship by coming to
Harding. In those years Harding
offered no athletic scholarships
but fortunately, Jim this year receives remuneration for his hours
spent on the gridiron, hardwood
and cinders.

Bison staff for two years, the
Petit Jean staff for two years and
fraternize two social clubs Mohican and Sub-T 16.
When asked what he particularly liked about Harding, Jim
said, "I hate to give an old stock
answer, but the friendliness of
all the students and Christian
spirituality in some of the students impresses me the most."
Of course, Jim is like ;most students in that he would like to see
some changes. His most emphatic
suggestion is that the Monday
morning quarterbacks and the
"bleacher coaches" would be less
critical and let the regular
coaches run their teams.
Jim's major is pre-medicine,
specifically in biology. His immediate plans are to attend a
medical school, possibly the University of Tennessee in Memphis.
His long range plans include travels abroad as a medical missionary.
Jim's entire feelings concerning
Program Has Improved
Harding sports can be summed
Jim feels that t here is abso- up in his own words, "I'm perlut ely no comparison in Harding's sonally privileged in participating
sp.o rts program since he started in the Harding sports program."
here in 1957. He says that the
caliber of the athletes has improved tremendously and that Indoor Track Meet Set
The first track meet the Harthe school itself is taking more
ding thinclads will enter will be
of an active interest in sports especially in football. He thinks the Mid-South Indoor Track Carthat with.in a few years Harding nival, Feb. 24-25 sponsored by
will be a top contender in all the Memphis Jaycees.
This first indoor meet held in
AIC sports . .
Besides all his athletic feats, the Mid-South may become an
Jim still found time to be on the annual event.

A BEAUTIFUL NEW DRIVE INN
FINEST FOOD ANYWHERE

GARRISON JEWELER

JAMES WILLIAMS, OWNER

All Name Brands in Sterling

FROS-TY TREAT

CRYSTAL AND CHINA
Hway 67 E.

Across from Roseann

Free engraving on all purchases

WATCH and JEWELRY REPAIR
Phone CH 5-2340

Searcy, Ark.

ANNOUNCING
White House Cafe now under

oe's

SUPER
MARKET

new management
Serving fine food from

6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

FINEST IN WHITE COUNTY

Make the White House your off

BETWEEN BITES ...

get that re.freshing new feeling
#ith-Coke!
·

pottled under authority of
The Coca-Cola Company bJ

COCO-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS ·

Campus Headquarters

RACE AND GRAND
Highway 67 East

WHITE HOUSE CAFE
J. D. and Dottye Stephenson

5

Across from White County Motor Co.

*

6
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By Vernon Tyree
Lambda Sigma defeated the
Mohicans 45-35 in the second
round of the club basketball
double elimination tournament.
Gaston Tarbet was the all around man as he led the scoring
for a total of 17 points. He was
also under the basket at the
right time and saved many rebounds for Lambda Sigma.
Milo Hadwin was the man to
stop as he sank shot after shot
from way out for the Mohicans.
His teammates were aware of
this as they set him up. They
were not disappointed in him.
He sacked up 13 points to become the second high pointer in
the game.
Key and Allen were part of

i
l
I
I

t
ii

JI~

Lambda Sigma ·Downs

MILLER, Sports Editor
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Women's Sportscope

Table Tennis
Deadline ·Set
For Tonight
By Jeanne Hockett

Maior League Scorers

Playoffs for the first round of
table tennis must be completed
tonight. Contestants are urged
to play tonight and post the results on the ~re sheet.
The results of last week's basketball games are as follows:
Oeges Win over MEA
The Oeges had a tough time
getting past the determined MEA
in a game that was close most
of the way. The MEA's led at the
end of the first quarter by a
score of 7-5. But as the second
quarter opened Sherry Ashby
started hitting the basket and
scored eight of her 20 points.
Karen Fry added 10 points, while
Hockett contributed seven more
for the winners.
The Oeges had the height advantage with Hardcastle, Seastrunk, Neill and West changing
around at the guard positions.
Lydia Goins led her team with 13
points, Margie Lentz scored eight
points, and Carol Bailey added
four points. Final score: Oege 37
MEA 25.

F'rogs
Faculty
Badgers
Frogs
Mustangs
Gophers
Mustangs
Owls
Illini
Longhorns

Toms
Anderson
Hadwin
Phillips
Wadley

19.2
15.1
12.1
10.6
10.6
10.4
9.9
9.9
9.6
9.5

Maior League Standings
Big Ten
Southwest
1. Illini 6-3
Mustangs 5-3
2. Hoosiers
Longhorns 5-3
3. Buckeyes 5-3 Frogs 5-4
4. Badgers 4-5
Aggies 4-4
5. Gophers 3-6 Porkers 4-4
6. Wildcats 2-8 Owls 3-5
Faculty 7-2
Faculty 7-2

Arrangements -

207 North Oak

Gifts -

In the American League it looks
as if the Pioneers are going to
be hard to stop. Last week they
walloped Delta Iota 59-19. This
week they downed Galaxy 44-30.
The Pioneers were aided considerably by the good ball handl- '
ing of Jim Evans, the shooting of
Moseley and the fact that the
Galaxy team seemed to have an
aversion to the space beneath
the basket. Many rebounds were
given away by them because
they had no one under the net .
Moseley was high point man .
with 18 points and Wingfield
was next with 12 points for Galaxy.
There is at least one person,
known only as Joe, who will remember the AEX-Beta Phi Kappa
game with a red face. It was a
good rebound that he took and
he outran all the players on the
court as he broke away. On the
bench his teammates were yelling from their hearts. "Wrong
direction Joe, wrong direction!"
Joe didn't make the shot but an
opponent obligingly assisted.

Cato's
Barber Shop
109 West Market
Searcy, Arkansas

Avoid Major Trouble

Women
Men
Sun.
3:30-5:00
1:30-3:00
Mon.
1:30-3:00
3:30-5:00
Tues.
3:50-5:20
Wed.
3:30-5:00
Thur.
3:50-5:20
7:00-8:30
REGINA'S MARTHA DOAK leaps for the ball as Janie Miller
Fri.
7:00-8:30
3:30-5:00
tries to guard Tofebt's threatening Marge Hayes. Photo by Miller
Sat.
3:50-5:20
7:00-8:00
ler eight Fouling was a major
Wisdom comes by disillusion- The pool may be reserved Monfault of the Reginas as they had ment. - Santayana.
day nights by special groups.
twice as many mistakes as the
Tofebts.
6:00 - Independent vs. MEA
THE GREEN BARN FLORIST
8:00 - Tofebt vs. Gata

Corsages -

Pioneers Unbeaten

Lambda Sigma's strength. Key
was under that basket with Tarbet for the rebounds and Allen
was hitting from the outside
enough to score 11 points and
become third high man.
For the Mohicans, it was
Chuck Wadley who could get away on the fast breaks and it
was very few opP<>nents who
could catch him.
The obvious fact about this
game was that Lambda Sigma
should not have had the difficulty they had in beating the Mohicans from the standpoint of the
players dressed out by each team.
On the average, the Mohicans
were less skilled and more clumsy.
The Lambda Sigmas had the
manpower and some, especially
Tarbet, had the fighting spirit
all the way. In spite of this they
had a rough fight. The Mohicans
came from behind in the second
quarter to tie the score 15-15.
But they couldn't hold on as the
Lambda Sigmas saw the danger
and pulled to a 24-17 lead by the
half-time.
In the second half it was hard
and fast as the Lambda Sigmas
held on to a small lead. In the
fourth quarter, both teams were
tired and the action slowed. Then
the wily Mohicans moved up to
a threatening 3'1-34 but the Lambda's woke up and the game
ended 45-35 for Lambda Sigma.
Pioneers vs. Galaxy
The smoke is clearing and the
teams are finding their equals.

Swimming Schedule

Independents Still Winning
It was late in the game before
the Independents could forge ahead of the Theta Psi team. The
score was tied 11 all at halftime.
Betty Kemp and Doris Barrett
shared scoring honors for the
game with 11 points each. To
That which we call sin., in others
complete the scoring for the winners: Campbell eight, Allison one, is experiment for us. - Emerson.
and Groover two, Regina Payton
scored only five points for the
Theta Phis as she played two
SMITH-VAUGHAN
quarters at guard. Jo Ann Stanley added the other point for her
MERC. CO.
team. Final score: Independents
22, Theta Psi 16.

Mo~icans;

Have repairs made NOW

HART AUTO SERVICE
CALL CH 5-3901

Novelties

Stotts Drug Store

Phone CH 5-2728

FEATURING:

STOP -

Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins

SHOP and SAVE
with ,

Tofebts Over Regina

20 l - 205 West Arch

STERLING STORES

For all your Drug Needs see Stotts Drug

The Tofebts held the Reginas to
three points, in the last half they
lead the Regina effort with seven
points, Meredith five points
and Mitchell one point, Scoring
for the winners was as follows:
Hayes 16, Willingham two and Si-

Phone CH 5-4611

"Be Thrifty"

SOUTH SIDE OF COURT SQUARE

YOUR WESTINGHOUSE

Searcy's Leading Sc & $1.00
for your every need

DEALER

*

Completely Remodeled

LEASURE - BURNETT

*

Furniture Co.

TIRES-BATT ERIES-ANTI-FREEZE
Complete Con Servicing

Botany 11 500 11 Suits

VAN HUSEN SHIRTS
A COMPLETE LINE OF

Super Conoco Service Station

QUALITY MEN'S CLOTHING

Walter E. Dawson

CROWN CLOTHING CO:

Washing - Lubrication - Battery Charging
PICKUP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated

CH 5-2635

301 N. Spruce
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E. Race and Blakeney

•

Electric Heaters (all sizes)

i

Gas Heaters

2115 E. Ra~e

Phone CH 5-3330

We Deliver Large Orders

CH 5-9789

Harding College

$1.00 - $1.50

SECURITY BANK
A Friendly Institution
PHONE CH 5-5831

Eight Assortments
also

Complete line of TEXACO Products

Spaghetti a~d Meat Balls

McGee's Texaco

Ravioli

Race & Grand -

2 blocks from campus

I

I
j

I
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HIGHWAY 67 SOUTH

LET US SERVE YOU

II

Televisions '

WE SERVICE ALL MODELS

NOW OPEN
on your opportunity to attend

I

ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES
I
Small Appliances, Irons, Mixers, Skillets, Coffee Makers
and Many Other Items
I

CH 5-9689

Congratulations Students

I

REGULAR HOME COOKED MEALS

